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and its Applications 50 (1993) 117-128. 
If f is a map of a finite tree T having a dense orbit, then f is chaotic. Also, if f has a dense orbit, 
or a homoclinic orbit, or a periodic point of certain prescribed period, depending on the geometry 
of r, then the inverse limit space, (T, f), having f as its sole bonding map, contains indecomposable 
subcontinua. Finally, if X is a finite graph and f has a set of periodic points of certain prescribed 
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1. Introduction 
In a series of papers [2-41 Barge and Martin began to investigate the connections 
between the dynamics of an iterated interval map and the associated inverse limit 
space. In particular, they showed that various dynamical properties of the map 
implied the existence of indecomposable subcontinua in the inverse limit space. A 
motivation for this study is that some strange attractors can be realized as the inverse 
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limit space of an interval map, see [l]. In [5], Barge and the author continued 
exploring these types of ideas for circle maps. 
Here this study is continued with the domain space of the iterated function being 
a finite tree or a finite graph. It is shown that if the function has a dense orbit on 
a finite tree then the function must be chaotic according to Devaney’s definition of 
chaotic. Also, if the function on a finite tree has a dense orbit or a homoclinic orbit 
or periodic points of certain prescribed periods then the associated inverse limit 
space must contain indecomposable subcontinua. Finally, it is shown that if a 
function on a finite graph has a set of periodic points of prescribed periods, 
depending on the geometry of the finite graph, then the inverse limit space again 
must contain an indecomposable subcontinuum. 
2. Preliminaries 
By a continuum we mean a compact, connected, metric space. A 0, continuum 
is a continuum such that the complement of any subcontinuum has at most n 
components. A 0, graph is a 0, continuum which is locally connected. A finite 
graph is a 0, graph for some n. It follows from work of FitzGerald and Swingle 
[8] that a 0, graph is a finite graph. Finally, a jnite tree is a 0, graph which is 
also unicoherent (and hence hereditarily unicoherent). 
The inverse limit space based on a single base space X and with sole bonding 
map f will be denoted by (X,f) and is defined as follows. 
(Xf) = {(X”, Xl 7. . . ) 1 X, E X and f(x,+,) = Xi}, 
with metric given by 
m Ixn-Yil 
d((xo, XI,. . .I, (Yo, .?Jl, . . . )) = c - 
i=O 2’ 
where 1.1 is the metric in X. An element of the inverse limit space will be denoted 
with a lowercase underbarred letter as 
x = (X”, X,) . . . ). 
Define the projection maps rr, : (X,j) + X by x,(x) = r,,(x,), x, , . . . ) = x,. 
If X is a continuum and f is continuous then (X,f) is a continuum. Define 
~:(X,f)+(X,f)by~(x,,x ,,... )=(./(x,),x0,x ,,_.. ).Thenjisahomeomorphism 
and is called the induced homeomorphism. Note that r,, o/ = f 0 T,. 
By a On,L graph we mean a 0, graph for which any subcontinuum is a OL graph. 
Note that this definition is equivalent to the slightly more obtuse definition for @n,L 
graphs given in the earlier paper, [9]. We will need the following theorem which 
appears in that same paper [9, Theorem 2.171. 
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Theorem 2.1. If X is a On,L graph and f: X + X is a continuous surjection such that 
(X, f) contains no indecomposable subcontinua with nonempty interior, then 9 = 
{ T2”(x) 1 x E (X, f )} is the unique minimal monotone, upper semicontinuous decom- 
position of (X, f )_ such that the quotient space, (X,f)/9, is a nondegenerate 
On,L graph and f: (X, f )/9 -+ (X, f )/9 de$ned by j( T’“(S)) = T”‘(j‘(&)) is a 
homeomorphism. 
Here T is the aposyndetic set function defined by: 
T(A) = Au {x E X\A 1 there does not exist an open set U and a 
continuum H with x E U c HE X\A}. 
Also T”(A) = A and T”(A) = T( T”-‘(A)) for n 2 1. 
3. Dynamics on finite trees 
In what follows it is assumed that T is a finite tree with at most E endpoints and 
B is the maximum order of any branch point in T. If f: T+ T is not onto then we 
may consider ? = n,, _” f “( T). Then f 1 f is a continuous surjection of ? Since T 
is hereditarily unicoherent it follows that ? is a finite subtree of T. Therefore, we 
will assume that f is an onto map. 
The forward orbit of a point x under f is defined to be 0, (x) = 
{f”(x)ln =o, 1,2,. . .}. If a map f has a dense orbit, that is there is an x in X such 
that O,(x) is dense in X, it may not be the case that f’ also has a dense orbit. The 
following lemmas clarify what happens in the case of finite trees. Coven and Mulvey 
[6] call Lemma 3.1 a “folk-result”. In any case, a proof for the case of an interval 
appears in [2, Lemma 21 which can be easily generalized to the case of finite trees. 
Our Corollary 3.2 follows because a finite tree has the fixed point property. 
Lemma 3.1. Let n 2 2. If f: T + T is a continuous surjection having a dense orbit but 
fn does not have a dense orbit, then there is a proper subcontinuum K with int( K) # 0 
and a divisor m of n with m > 1 such that: 
(1) f”(K) = K, 
(2) U:;’ f ‘(K) = T, 
(3) int(f’(K))nint(f’(K))=@,ifi#j,O<i,j~m-1. 
Corollary 3.2. For x E T and integers s ~1, ks0 let As,k=O,\(f’(x)). Let N= 
LCM{2,3,. . . , B} and suppose that A,,,, is dense in T. Then one of the following occurs: 
(a) A,,, is dense in T, in which case A,,,, is dense in Tfor all s 2 1 and k 3 0. 
(b) A,, is not dense in T, in which case there is an integer p, 2 G p G B, such that 
T = U&’ A,,; ; for each i, 0 s i <p, I$,~ is a subcontinuum of T; nflC; A,,, = {pt}; 
f(A,,i) =Ap,i+l(modp)~ Moreover, for each k 2 1 and i, 0 s i < p, A,,k,i is dense in &i. 
Further, iff has more than one fixed point it must be that case (a) occurs. 
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Theorem 3.3. If f has a dense orbit in T then the set of periodic points off is dense 
in T. 
Proof. Let V be an open set in T, U be an open interval in V containing none of 
the branch points of T, XE U such that O,(x) is dense in T, and N = 
LCM{2,3,. . . , B}. Suppose O,,-(x) is not dense in T. Then it follows from Corollary 
3.2 that there is an integer p, 2~p s B, and we can choose the interval U so that 
u G O,!(X). 
Define a partial order on T as follows. Since U was taken to be an open interval 
there is a homeomorphism h : U + (0,l). If x and y are points of U then we define 
x < y if and only if h(x) s h(y). The complement of U in T consists of two disjoint 
sets, A and B. Assume labelling is chosen so that Au hm’[(0, l/2)] is connected 
and h-‘[(l/2, l)]uB is connected. Define xiy if XEAU U and YE B or XEA 
and y E U u B, otherwise the two points are not comparable in the partial ordering. 
Let j be a positive integer such that f ‘(x) E U. Then p divides j. We may assume 
that x if’(x). Let g = f’. It follows from Corollary 3.2 that O,(x) n U is dense in 
U. Let 1 be the smallest positive integer such that g’(g(x)) < g(x). Then g’-‘(g(x)) = 
g’(x) > g(x) t x. 
Define K: T+[O, l] by 
( 
0, if zEA, 
L(z)= 1, if ZE B, 
h(z), if ZE U. 
Define K : [x, g(x)] + [-1, l] by 
K(z)=&g’(z))-K(z) 
Then K is continuous and we have that K(x) = K(g’(x)) - h”(x) > 0 while K(g(x)) = 
i(g’(g(x))) - h”(g(x)) < 0. Thus, by the Intermediate Value Theorem, there is a point 
y, y E [x, g(x)], such that K(y) = 0. This implies that i(g’(y)) = h”(y). But then 
h (g’(y)) = h(y) so g’(y) = y. Thus y is periodic and an element of the open set V. 0 
Definition. The mapping f: J + J is said to have sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions if there exists an E > 0 such that for all x E J and for all 6 > 0 there is a 
point y E J with d(x, y) < 8 and a positive integer n such that d(f “(x), f “(y)) > E. 
Theorem 3.4. If f has a dense orbit on T then f has sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions. 
Proof. It follows, from Corollary 3.2, that we may assume that fk has a dense orbit 
in T for all positive integers k. For otherwise, we could restrict our attention to one 
of the subcontinua AO, A,, . . . , A,-, , which are permuted by f; and consider f “IA, 
in what follows. 
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Assume the conclusion of the theorem is false. Let x be any point in T and U 
be an open set in T. Choose E to be less than one third the diameter of U. Then 
there is a 6 > 0 such that for all y in the S-neighborhood of x and for all n 2 0, 
d(f”(x), f”(v)) =z 8. Choose a point j in T that intersects the &neighborhood of 
x such that O,-(j) is dense in T. Let z E U such that d(z, U’) > F. Then there exists 
an n such that d(f”(y^), z) < F. Hence, f”(x) E U. This implies that the orbit of x is 
dense in T under f and hence under all powers of J: 
By Theorem 3.3 there is a periodic point, y, off in the &neighborhood of x. 
Assume that y has period I and let h =f’. Then h(y) = y and d( h”(x), y) < F for 
all n. Hence x does not have a dense orbit under f’. This contradiction establishes 
the theorem. 0 
Definition. f: T+ T is topologically transitive if for every pair of open sets U and 
V in T there exists n Z- 0 such that f”( U) n V # @. 
Clearly if f: T+ T has a dense orbit then f is topologically transitive. Thus we 
have shown that a mapping of a finite tree having a dense orbit satisfies Devaney’s 
[7] definition for the map to be chaotic. 
4. Dynamics of finite trees and indecomposable subcontinua 
In this section we show that “complicated” dynamics of the function f implies 
“complicated” structure in the inverse limit space (T,f). In particular, we show 
that if f has a dense orbit or a homoclinic orbit or if f possesses certain periodic 
orbits, then (T,f) must contain indecomposable subcontinua. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that O,(x) is dense in Tfor some x E T, then one of the following 
occurs. 
(a) OI-~(x) is dense in T, in which case ( T, f) is indecomposable. (N is the same 
as in Corollary 3.2.) 
(b) O,N(X) is not dense in T, in which case there is an integer p, 2sp s B and 
proper subcontinua C,,, C, , . . , C,_, of (T f) such that 
(i) Ci is indecomposable for 0 G i s p - 1, 
(ii) U,‘Li’ C, = (Tf ), 
(iii) nr,-d C, is a point, and 
,. 
(iv) f(C) = C~+l(modp,. 
Proof. First assume that 0, N(X) is dense in T. By Corollary 3.2, O,,(x) is dense in 
T for all j 2 1. Because f has a dense orbit it must be an onto mapping. Thus we 
maydefinexE(T,f)byx=(x,,x,,... ) where x,=f”(x)=x and xiEfP’(x,._,) for 
iZ 1. 
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It is easy to see that x has a dense orbit in (T,f) under j If we assume that ( T,S) 
contains no indecomposable subcontinua with nonempty interior then, by Theorem 
2.1, there is a minimal, monotone, upper semicontinuous decomposition 9 of (T,f) 
suchahat T” = ( T, f)/ 9 is a zondegenerate finite tree and p induces a homeomorph- 
ism f: T* + T* defined by f(g,) = gi(,, where g, E 9 with x E g,. Henze, if g, is 
an element of 9, which contains a point x having a $nse orbit under f, then g,, 
viewed as a point in T*, has a dense orbit under f- But it is impossible for a 
homeomorphism of a nondegenerate finite tree to have a dense orbit. This contradic- 
tion implies that there is an indecomposable subcontinuum S in (T,f) with nonempty 
interior. 
Note that int(f k(S)) n int( S) # 0 for some k, otherwise x would not have a dense 
orbit. Let K be an integer such that f K (S) n S = Q has nonempty interior. It follows 
from [9, Lemma 2.61 that (T,f) is unicoherent. Hence, Q is a subcontinuum of S 
with nonempty interior. If O were a proper subcontinuum of S then S would be 
decomposable. Thus it follows that f K (S) = S, and hence S = (T,f), for otherwise 
fK would not have any dense orbits in (T,f). 
Next assume that 0,-~(x) is not dense in T. From Corollary 3.2 there are subcon- 
tinua with nonempty interior A,,, A,, . . . , A,_, where 2s~ G N, IJFI,’ Ai = T, 
nf~~Ai={pt},f(Ai)=Ai+l(modp). 
For i = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1, let 
Ci=@IyE(T,f), npm+;(Y)EAi+j(modp), OsjG~-l, n>OI. 
Note that each C, is homeomorphic to the inverse limit space (Ai,fP In,) and hence 
is a continuum. Consider a point x E C, where x, = n”(x) E int(_&). Then the distance 
from x0 to Af is greater than some positive E. If y is in C, with j # i, then the distance 
between x and y is greater than the distance between xg and y, = rr”(y) > E. Thus x 
is in the interiorof C,. So each C, has nonempty interior. Also n,!:; Ci = (y, y, . . . ) 
where y is the unique fixed point off, and f( Ci) = C,+,(modpj. Let h = fp : A,+ A,. 
Then, assuming that x E Ao, it follows from Corollary 3.2 that O,,A(X) is dense in 
A, for all positive integers k. By the first part of this theorem it follows that (A,,, h) 
is indecomposable. The correspondence 
(z, h-‘(z), h-*(z), . . . )+ 
(z,fp-‘(h~‘(y)),fp-2(h-‘(z)) 
,..., f(h-‘(z)), h-‘(z),fPP’(hP2(z)), . . .) 
is a homeomorphism between (A,, h) and Co. Therefore, C, is indecomposable 
and since C, =f’(C,,) each Ci is indecomposable. Cl 
Suppose y is a fixed point off: The statement that x is homoclinic to the fixed 
pointy means that (i) x # y, (ii) f”(x) + y as n + cc and (iii) there exists a sequence 
{x,}r==, such thatf(x,+,) = x,, and x, + y as n + co. If y is a periodic point off with 
period s, then the statement that x is homoclinic to the periodic point y means that 
x is homoclinic to the fixed point y under f”. 
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Theorem 4.2. Zf f has a point homoclinic to a periodic point, then (T, F) contains an 
indecomposable subcontinuum. 
Proof. Since, for each positive integer s, ( T,f) is homeomorphic with ( T,f”), we 
will assume that f has a point homoclinic to a fixed point. Let y be a fixed point 
and x be homoclinic to y. In (T,f) l$ y = (y, y, . . . ) and x = (x0, x1,. . . ) where 
x,=x,x,~f~‘(~,-,),andx,~y.Thenf(y)=y,j‘”(x)~y,and~-“(x)~yasn-,oo. 
Let S be the intersection of all subcontinua of (T,f) which contain C = {y} u 
{j‘“(x) / --CO < n < +a}. Since both f(S) and j-‘(S) contain C, we see that p(S) = S. 
Also, for each n 2 0, rr,, oj= f 0 v,,, so f(r,,(S)) = r,,(f(S)) = VT,,(S). Thus a,(S) is 
invariant under J: Let J = r&S). Then f(J) = J and S = (J,fj,). 
Suppose that (J,fl,) does not contain any indecomposable subcontinua with 
nonempty interior. From Theorem 2.1, we hatie a minimal, monotone, upper 
semicontinuous decomposition 9 of (J,fl,) sych that the quotient space 
G = (J,flJ)/9 is a nondegenerate finite tree and f: G+ G is a homeomorphism. 
$Tt g, and g, be the elements of 9 which contain x and y respectively. Then 
f’(g,) + gl. as3 + fc~. Let h =fN where N = LCM{2,3,. . . , E} and E is the number 
of endpointsAof the finite tree T. Since the finite tree G has at most E endpoints, 
we see that h is a h%meomorphism of G which is invariant on each*Fdge of G. 
It follows that h(g,) = g,.. This implies that gl;,,, = g,.. So f’(g,) = g,. or 
equivalently, gffc_,, = gl. for all integers j. Thus C G g,. so iV 2 S = (J, h II) which 
gives g,. = S. Hence, the fact that G is nondegenerate is contradicted. Thus 
(J, h I,) and hence (T,f) must contain indecomposable subcontinua as we wished to 
show. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Let T be a unicoherent 0, graph and f: T + T be a continuous surjection 
having a point which is periodic under f of prime period m; where m = N’r, N = 
LCM{2,3,. . . , n}, 1 is a nonnegative integer and r is a positive integer which is relatively 
prime to N. Then (T, f) contains an indecomposable subcontinuum. 
Proof. Assume that (T, f) contains no indecomposable subcontinua. Let h = f N'. 
Then (T, f) is homeomorphic to ( r, h). Suppose x E T is periodic with prime period 
m under J; then x is periodic with prime period r under h. Define x E (T, h) by 
x = (x, h’-‘(x), . . . , h(x), x, . . . ) so that x is periodic with prime period r under fi 
Let C be the intersection of all subcontinua in (T, h) which contain the orbit of 
x. It follows that C is an irreducible subcontinuum of (T, h) containing OK(X). But 
h^(C) 2 C and k’(C) 2 C so h^ is invariant on C. Then C = (rO( C), h I,,CC,) and 
C, by assumption, does not contain any indecomposable subcontinua. It follows, 
from Theorem 2.1, that there exist a minimal, monotone, upper semicontinuous 
decomposition 9 of C such that the quokient space C/9 is a nondesenerate finite 
tree (i.e., a unicoherent 0, graph). Also h : C/9 + C/9 defined by i(g,) = gKcXj is 
a homeomorphism. Now if x is periodic with prime period r under h^ then R’.(g,) = 
gi’(_,, = g,. So g, is a periodic point in C/9. 
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Because C/ 9 is a finite tree with at most n endpoints and h^ is a homeomorphism, 
h” must permute the endpoints of the tree. It follows then that AN must fix all of 
the endpoiTr-&s and hence fiN fixes all of the branch points of C/9. Thus all periodic 
point: of h are fixed points of iN. So R”(g,) = g,. But N is relatively prime to 
r, so h(g,) = g,. It follows then that g, is a nondegenerate element of the decomposi- 
tion 9 which contains 0((x) and g, is invariant under 6. Hence, g, is a proper 
subcontinuum of C which contains O;(x). This contradicts C being an irreducible 
subcontinuum containing OR(X) and hence establishes the theorem. 0 
5. Dynamics of finite graphs and indecomposable subcontinua 
In this section we generalize Theorem 4.3 to include base spaces X which are 
On,L graphs, i.e., finite graphs. Note that a On,L graph is a Om,K graph for all integers 
m 2 n and K 2 L. In general we will take n and L to be as small as possible. Also 
if X is a 0 n,L graph, with n and L as small as possible, then X contains exactly 
L- n simple closed curves. More precisely, the fundamental group of X is the free 
group on L - n generators. 
Lemma 5.1. Let X be a On,L graph with n 2 2, n and L as small as possible. Zff: X + X 
is a homeomorphism, N = LCM{2,3,. . . , L}, and x is a periodic point off then 
f”(x)=x. 
Proof. Let K = max 2<iGR{K,}, where Kj is the number of branch points of X of 
order i and B is the maximum order of any branch point in X. Because the 
homeomorphism f must permute the branch points of like order in X it follows 
that if LY = LCM{2,3,. . . , K} then f a fixes all the branch points in X. Let /3 = 
LCM{2,3, . . . , B} then each edge in X is invariant under f y where y = max{a, p}. 
Finally, since K c L and B s L it follows that f N is invariant on and fixes the 
endpoints of each edge of X. Therefore, if x a periodic point off, then f N (x) = x. •i 
In the situation where Theorem 2.1 applies, the following lemma asserts that if 
the decomposition space contains a circle then there does not exist a finite set of 
elements of the decomposition with the property that the nth coordinate projection 
of these elements covers all of the simple closed curves in the base space for all 
sufficiently large n. 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose X is a O,,, graph and f: X + X is a continuous surjection such 
that (X, f) contains no indecomposable subcontinua with nonempty interior and the 
quotient space (X, f )/ 9, given by Theorem 2.1, contains a subcontinuum homeomorphic 
to S’. Let k be a positive integer and H, , HZ, . . . , H,: be distinct elements of 9. For 
each nonnegative integer n form the decomposition 9,, of X by taking rr,(H,), i = 
1,2,..., k, to be the only nondegenerate elements of the decomposition. Then there 
exists a positive integer N such that for all n 2 N, X/9,, is not a finite tree. 
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Proof. Assume that there is a sequence of integers n, with nj + ~0 as j -+ ~0 such that 
X/g,,, is a finite tree. Choose a nondegenerate interval I, in the quotient space 
(X,f)/ 9 such that I, is a proper subset of the simple closed curve contained in 
the quotient space and is disjoint from the points P( H,), i = 1, . . . , k. Here P denotes 
the projection map from (X,f) onto the quotient space (X,f)/s. By [9, Lemma 
2.61 there exists an n, such that for all n 3 n, , TT,~ (F’( I,)) and r,,( Z-Z,) are mutually 
disjoint. Let ZE denote the closure of the complement of I, in (X,f)/9. From 
[9, Lemma 2.31, we have the existence of n2 such that for all n 2 n,, n,,(P’(Z,)) g 
Tr,(P+j)). 
Let N, = max{n, , nz}. Denote the projection of X onto the quotient space X/g, 
by P,,. If there is an n, 2 N, such that P,,(T,,(P-‘(Z,))) does not contain any of the 
endpoints of the finite tree X/g,,, then all of the endpoints of X/s,,, are contained 
in P,,( n,,(P-l(z))). But this is a continuum, so it must equal X/g,,,. This would 
contradict n,,,(P-‘( I,)) g T,,,( Pm’( IT)). Thus T,,,(P~‘( I,)) contains an endpoint of 
the tree X/g,,, for all n, 2 N, . 
Inductively choose Z, g (X,f)/g such that Z, is a nondegenerate interval which 
is a proper subset of the simple closed curve in (X,f)/B and I,,, n P( ZZi) = 0 = Z, n Z, 
forZ=1,2,..., m-landi=l,2,..., k. Then, as before, there exists an N,,, 2 N,+, 
such that if n;z N,, T,(H~)~~~,(P_‘(Z,))=~=T,(P~‘(Z,))~T,,(P~’(Z,)). Fur- 
thermore, if n, z= N,, P,,,(T,JP-‘(I,))) contains an endpoint of X/g,,,. Thus 
T,(P_‘(Z’)), . . . , ~n(p-‘(L)) must contain distinct endpoints of X/9,,. Since X 
has only finitely many endpoints, we will eventually reach a contradiction. Hence, 
there must exist an N such that for all n 2 N, X/9,, is not a finite tree. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a On,,,+, graph with n and n + 1 taken to be as small as possible 
(note that this means that X is a circle with n - 1 stickers) andf: X -+ X be a continuous 
surjection. Zf there exist periodic points x, and x2 off having prime periods m, and m2 
respectively where m, = N’,ri, N = LCM(2, 3, . . . , n + l}, ri > 1, r, relatively prime to 
N, r, relatively prime to rz, and li 3 0, then (X, f) contains an indecomposable 
subcontinuum. 
Proof. Let h = f N” where LY = max(1, , I,}. Then (X, f) and (X, h) are homeomorphic 
and x, and x2 are periodic points of h with periods r, and r2 respectively. Let xi 
for i = 1,2 be periodic points of (X, h) of prime periods r, defined by 
x, = (xi, h’-‘(x,), . . . , h(x,), xi,. . . ). 
Assume that (X, h) does not contain any indecomposable subcontinua with non- 
empty interior. From Theorem 2.1, we know that there is a minimal, monotone, 
upper semicontinuous decomposition 9 of (X, h) such that the quotient spat% 
G = (X, h)/9 is a nondegenerate 0 ,,,,+, graph and h^ induces a homeomorphism h 
on G. 
Case (i): Suppose that G is not S’. By Lemy; 5.1 it f$lows that all branch points 
of G, which are not of order 2, are fixed by h . Thus hN restricted to any edge in 
G is a homeomorphism of an arc which fixes the endpoints of the arc. Hence, any 
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periodic point*of h” must be a fixed point of iN, Let g,, be elements of 5% such that 
xi E g,. Then hrck,) = ghoul = g, so fi”(g,,) = g, for i = 1,~ But k”k,,) = ghNcX,) 
and KN(X,) # Xi. Thus the elements g, are nondegenerate elements of 9 and, since 
N is relatively prime to r,, R”(g,,) = g, for all integers k. 
Because 9 is a decomposition either g,, = g,, or g,, n g,, = 0. First, suppose that 
the two sets are disjoint, then we know by [9, Lemma 2.61, that there is an M such 
that for all m 2 M, r,,,(g,,) n 7rm(g,,) = 0. It follows that one ofthe sets, say r,,,(g,,), 
does not contain the circle in X. We see that h is invariant on n,(g,,) and that the 
point x,, and hence the orbit O,,(x,), is contained in r,(gx,). So hl,,,,(,,, is a 
continuous surjection of a finite tree. Therefore, (n,,(g,,), h In,,,(,,,,) must contain 
an indecomposable subcontinuum by Theorem 4.3. Thus (X,f) contains an indecom- 
posable subcontinuum. 
On the other hand, if we suppose that g,, = g,,, it may be the case that no(g,l) 
does not contain the circle and we would be done as before. If r,,(g,,) = S’, then 
the result follows from [S, Theorem 2.11. Finally, if 7r0(gz,,) contains S’ but is not 
equal to S,, then r,,(g,,) is a proper subcontinuum of X which is invariant under 
h and which contains the two periodic points x, and x2. Let X, = n,,(g,,) and 
h, = %,(g+ Repeating the previous argument with X replaced by X, and h by h, , 
we either obtain the desired result or we get a proper subcontinuum X, c X, with 
h, invariant on X2 and the periodic points x, and x2 contained in Xz. If we were 
to continue this process we would either obtain the desired result or we would 
produce an inductive chain of subcontinua X z X, z. . .z & 2 * * . with each Xk 
containing the periodic points x, and x2 and each subcontinuum being invariant 
under h IXk. Then, by the Brouwer Reduction Theorem [lo], there would be a 
subcontinuum X, which is irreducible with respect to being invariant under h and 
containing the periodic points x, and x2. 
Then (X,, h 1 x,) is a subcontinuum of (X, h). If (Xm, h 1 x,) contains an indecom- 
posable subcontinuum we are done. Otherwise we may assume that it contains no 
indecomposable subcontinua with nonempty interior. Then one more application 
of the above argument gives either the desired result or a proper subcontinuum of 
X, which is invariant under h and which contains the periodic points x, and x2. 
This would contradict X, being irreducible with respect to these properties and 
establishes the lemma in this*case. 
Case (ii): If G = S’ then h’l(g,,) = g,, and gz2 is periodic of period r2 under fir1 
since r, and rz were assumed to be relatively prime. A homeomorphism of a circle 
with a fixed point may have periodic points of periods 1 and 2 only. S$ice r2 is 
relatively prime to N, and hence to 2, it follows that g,, is a fixed point of h’l. Then, 
as before, g,, must be a nondegenerate element of &@ which is invariant under fir,. 
From Lemma 5.2, it follows that there is an integer M such that for all m 3 M, 
m,(g,,) does not contain S’, for i = 1,2. Thus, m,,,(gJ is a finite tree which is 
invariant under h rl and contains the periodic point x2. Therefore, by Theorem 4.3, 
(v,(g,,), h’lI,,rt(p,zJ> and hence (X,f), must contain an indecomposable subcon- 
tinuum. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 
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Theorem 5.4. Let X be a On,L graph and f :X + X be a continuous surjection. If 
XIr%,...,XL-IIt1 are periodic points with prime periods m, , m2, . . . , mL-,,+,; where 
mj = N’lr,, N = LCM{2,3, . . . , L}, ri > 1, ri relatively prime to N, r, relatively prime 
to rj for i fj, and 1,~ 0, then (X, f) contains an indecomposable subcontinuum. 
Proof. We use induction on L - n, the number of simple closed curves contained 
in X, or more precisely, the fundamental group of X is the free group on L- n 
generators. 
Lemma 5.3 is the first step in the induction when L - n = 1. Assume that the 
theorem is true if L- n s k. Consider the case L- n = k + 1. 
Let h =f NC’ where (Y = max{ I,, . . . , lLmn+,}. Proceeding exactly as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.3, we consider two cases; (i) when the decomposition space G is not S’ 
and (ii) when G is S’. 
In case (i) we obtain as before that h^ is invariant on each of g, and that each 
g,, is a nondegenerate element in the decomposition 9 containing the orbit of xi 
,+ 
under h. We break this further into two subcases. 
Case (i)(a): Suppose that g,, = g, for all i = 1,. . . , L-n + 1. Then (rr,(g,,), 
hl ??,(r,,J P P is a ro er subcontinuum of (X, h) and To(gzl) contains all of the periodic 
points x,, . . . , xL_,,+,. If TJg,,) has fewer than k + 1 simple closed curves we would 
be done by induction. Otherwise, we may continue this process. In doing so we 
would either (1) finish this case by induction, (2) create an inductive chain of 
subcontinua and thus finish this case by applying the Brouwer Reduction Theorem, 
as in Lemma 5.3, or (3) reduce the problem to Case (i)(b) below. 
Case (i)(b): Not all of the elements gzl are identical. We may denote the intersec- 
tion of the elements g, as follows: g,, = * . . = gxDl, g,, = . . . = g,+, . . . , g,, = . . . = 
g ~BH where /3,2 1 and 1 < R S L - n + 1. Now g_ n gzP = B if i #j, so there exists 
an M such that for all n 2 M, r,(g,, ) n r,,(g,@ ) = 8. Ry assumption, X contains 
only k + 1 simple closed curves, so there exists ‘an i, 1 d id R, such that rTT,(gzp,) 
contains S simple closed curves where 0 s S c PI. It then follows, from the induction 
hypothesis, that (r,(gzO,), h I rr,+, J contains an indecomposable subcontinuum, 
finishing this case. 
Finally, case (ii), G is S’. As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we may consider /?‘I. 
This fixes the point g,, and it follows that the remaining k elements of 9 are 
nondegenerate and invariant under i’ 1. Then, from Lemma 5.2, we know that there 
is an M such that for all n 2 M, U:Ji r,(g, ) 
curves. Thus for some i b 2, (n,, (g,,,), h In,,, slB’ 
contains at most k simple closed 
,) satisfies the induction hypothesis 
and we are done with the proof of the theorem. 0 
6. Conclusions 
Many of the other results of Barge and Martin on the connections between the 
dynamics of maps of an interval and the associated inverse limit space may be 
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generalized to maps of finite trees with little difficulty. We have included here just 
the ones we found to be of the most interest. Generalizing results to general finite 
graphs proves to be harder because of the lack of unicoherence. Usually one must 
have additional hypotheses and it is not clear which of these give the most interesting 
theorems. Additionally, in [2,5] there were partial converses for theorems like our 
Theorems 4.3 and 5.4. We believe that similar theorems are probably true in the 
more general setting of finite trees (and maybe even finite graphs) but have been 
unable to obtain any significant results in this direction. 
Note added in proof 
M. Barge and B. Diamond have essentially solved this problem in their paper 
“The dynamics of continuous maps on finite graphs through inverse limits”, Preprint. 
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